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KONFTEL 300WxKONFTEL 300IPx KONFTEL 300IP

KONFTEL 55Wx

IP DECT 10

KONFTEL EGO

eSpace 2.3/EC 3.0

Wireless

Wired

Optional connection: USB Optional connection: USB, Mobile phone 

Huawei is one of the leading providers of Unified Communications and Collaboration (UCC), cloud services and other applications. 
Konftel’s strategy is to optimize and certify our products for the leading communications platforms in the market.

HUAWEI UC PLATFORMS
SOLUTION SHEET
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KONFTEL PRODUCTS PERFECT IN 

Huawei UC Platforms

Huawei eSpace 8950
Huawei eSpace 7900  

(optional deskphone adapter)

SIP connection

Huawei  
Smartphone

Huawei  UC Soft Client

Huawei   
eSpace tablet

Huawei  TE10
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HUAWEI UC PLATFORMS
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Konftel 300IPx with Konftel Unite
THE ART OF EASINESS
One click is all it takes to start or join a meeting. Conference calls are easier than 
ever with the versatile IP conference phone Konftel 300IPx and Konftel Unite 
Smartphone app. The USB connection makes it  also ideal for eSpace PC client.

Konftel 300IP 
ESPACE PROVEN AND POWERFUL
Quality IP conference phone with HD audio, validated for Huawei eSpace  
UC 2.3/EC 3.0. It’s customized for Huawei’s conference bridge, which can 
handle up to 20 participants and integrates easily with the company’s  
corporate directory.

Konftel 300Wx
WIRELESS IP CONFERENCING
Freedom of wireless connectivity combined with superior HD audio through 
the compatible SIP base station Konftel IP DECT 10. The USB connection 
makes it also ideal for VoIP with Huawei eSpace PC client.

Konftel 55Wx
ALL-IN-ONE
Versatile UCC hub for desk phones, smartphones and laptops. Connects  
by cable or wirelessly via Bluetooth® with support for HD audio and NFC.  
Optional deskphone adapter makes it connectable to the IP terminals  
eSpace 8950 or 7900.

Konftel Ego
PERSONAL CONFERENCING. ANYWHERE.
Designed for todays mobile meeting culture, the ultra compact Konftel Ego 
connects easily to a PC via a USB port or to a tablet or smartphone via  
Bluetooth®. Perfect with Huawei eSpace mobile phone to ensure professional 
audio quality.

Konftel offers the most innovative and feature packed conference phones for effective  
collaboration in all environments. On the go, at your desk, in the huddle room and large  

meeting rooms.  We deliver reliable and efficient meeting solutions powered by OmniSound® 

 with superior audio quality in HD so that we all can get together.

Konftel is a leading company and a strong brand, within audio conferencing equipment. Since 1988, our mission has been to help people around the world to conduct meetings 
despite distances. Based on our success, we know that audio conferencing is a great way to save time, money and at the same time contribute to a better environment. High 
audio quality is essential for efficient meetings, this is why our patented audio technology OmniSound®, is built into all Konftel Conference phones. The products are sold 
globally under the Konftel brand and our headquarter is based in Sweden.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions:
Johnnie Burleson, +1 (832) 312-0125, johnnie.burleson@konftel.com
Fredrik Hornkvist, +1 (847) 770-1277, fredrik.hornkvist@konftel.com 

Headquarters  Konftel AB Box 268, SE-901 06 Umeå, Sweden• Tel. +46 (0)90-70 64 89 • Fax +46 (0)90-13 14 35 • Email info@konftel.com • Website www.konftel.com
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